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Protected Commissions

IN THIS ISSUE

Protected Buyers and Protected Properties
The approved WB agency agreements contain powerful contractual
provisions that extend the time during which a firm can earn a
commission. The WB listing contracts give Wisconsin firms the ability
to extend the listing contract and potentially earn a commission for
protected buyers for a full year after the end of the contract. The WB
buyer agency/tenant representation agreements give Wisconsin firms
the ability to extend the buyer agency/tenant representation agreement
and potentially earn a commission for protected properties for a full
year after the end of the contract. Without these provisions, a buyer
and a seller could wait until any agency agreements expire, enter into
the transaction, and avoid paying a commission. Protected buyer and
protected property provisions really mean protected commissions for
firms that successfully use these contractual provisions.

Protected Buyers
All the WB listing contracts for sale have a protected buyer provision.
The WB-37 Residential Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to Rent has a
protected tenant provision that functions in the same way as protected
buyer provisions. When a firm has a protected buyer, the firm’s listing is
extended for one year as to that buyer and the firm can earn a commission
from a transaction involving that buyer.

Who is a protected buyer?
There are three categories of protected buyers:
1.

Buyers who deliver to the seller or the listing firm a written offer to
purchase, exchange, or an option on the property.

2.

Buyers who view the property with the seller or who negotiate
directly with the seller. "Negotiate" means communicating directly
with the seller regarding any potential terms upon which the buyer
might acquire an interest in the property.

3.

Buyers who attend individual showings or communicate potential
terms upon which the buyer might acquire an interest in the
property with agents of the listing firm or agents of a cooperating
firm but only if the firm or its agents deliver the names of these
buyers to the seller within three days after the earlier of the
expiration or terminate of the listing contract.
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Protected buyer definitions in the WB listing contracts
•

WB-1 Residential Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to Sell:
Lines 205-219

•

WB-2 Farm Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to Sell: Lines
269-285

•

WB-3 Vacant Land Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to
Sell: Lines 255-271

•

WB-4 Condominium Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to
Sell: Lines 324-338

•

WB-5 Commercial Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to
Sell: Lines 204-220

•

WB-6 Business Listing — Exclusive Right to Sell: 298-312

•

WB-37 Residential Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to
Rent: Lines 178-192 (protected tenant)

Buyers in Categories 1 and 2 are automatically protected buyers,
which means the firm does not need to do anything further to protect
those buyers and the commissions that they may generate.
Buyers in Category 3 must be identified to the seller in writing and
their names delivered to the seller within three days of the earlier of
the expiration or termination of the listing contract. Delivery of the list
of protected buyers must be according to one of the delivery methods
agreed upon by the seller and the listing firm in the listing contract.
The listing agent can deliver a list of the names of Category 3 buyers
to the seller to protect them. If the listing contract is a one-party listing
contract, the listing firm protects the Category 3 buyers by naming them
in the listing contract. If a buyer requests anonymity, the listing firm
protects the buyer by identifying the firm or agents with whom the buyer
negotiated and the date(s) of any individual shows in or negotiations.
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Definition of Protected Buyer from the WB-1 Residential
Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to Sell (Lines 205-219)
PROTECTED BUYER: Means a buyer who personally, or through
any Person Acting on Behalf of Buyer, during the term of this
Listing:
1) Delivers to Seller or the Firm or its agents a written offer to
purchase, exchange or option on the Property;
2) Views the Property with Seller or negotiates directly with
Seller by communicating with Seller regarding any potential
terms upon which the buyer might acquire an interest in the
Property; or
3) Attends an individual showing of the Property or communicates
with agents of the Firm or cooperating firms regarding any
potential terms upon which the buyer might acquire an interest
in the Property, but only if the Firm or its agents deliver the
buyer’s name to Seller, in writing, no later than three days after
the earlier of expiration or termination (lines 263-271) of the
Listing. The requirement in 3), to deliver the buyer’s name to
Seller in writing, may be fulfilled as follows: a) If the Listing is
effective only as to certain individuals who are identified in the
Listing, by the identification of the individuals in the Listing;
or, b) If a buyer has requested that the buyer’s identity remain
confidential, by delivery of a written notice identifying the firm or
agents with whom the buyer negotiated and the date(s) of any
individual showings or other negotiations.
A Protected Buyer also includes any Person Acting on Behalf of
Buyer joined in interest with or otherwise acting on behalf of a
Protected Buyer, who acquires an interest in the Property during
the extension of listing period as noted on lines 220-224.

Person acting on behalf of buyer
A protected buyer also includes any person acting on behalf of a
buyer. This protects a listing firm from a buyer and seller using a limited
liability company (LLC), a trust, non-profit, parent, child or another
person to purchase the property to avoid paying a commission.
Example: A buyer writes an offer on a listed property and the seller
rejects the offer. The buyer is a protected buyer for the listing firm. The
listing contract expires. The buyer creates an LLC, which is legally a
separate entity. The LLC buys the property. If the definition of protected
buyer did not also include “person acting on behalf of buyer,” the seller
would not owe a commission to the listing firm. Because the definition
of protected buyer includes “person acting on behalf of buyer,” the seller
will owe a commission regardless of whether the buyer is the original
buyer or the buyer’s LLC.

Definition of Person Acting on Behalf of Buyer from the WB-1
Residential Listing Contract — Exclusive Right to Sell (Lines
199-203)
PERSON ACTING ON BEHALF OF BUYER: "Person Acting on
Behalf of Buyer" shall mean any person joined in interest with
buyer, or otherwise acting on behalf of buyer, including but
not limited to buyer's immediate family, agents, employees,
directors, managers, members, officers, owners, partners,
incorporators and organizers, as well as any and all corporations,
partnerships, limited liability companies, trusts or other entities
created or controlled by, affiliated with or owned by buyer, in
whole or in part whether created before or after expiration of
this Listing.

The protected buyer list
Buyers who submit offers, exchanges or options to the seller are
automatically protected and do not need to be on a protected buyer list.
Buyers who view the property directly with the seller or who negotiate
directly with the seller are also automatically protected and do not
need to be on a protected buyer list. The names of buyers who attend
individual showings or who negotiate directly with the agents must be
delivered to the seller in writing within three days of the earlier of the
expiration or termination of the listing contract. If the listing is a oneparty listing, identification of the buyer in the listing is sufficient to notify
the seller of that buyer’s identification. If a buyer requests anonymity,
the listing firm identifies the firm or agents who showed the property
to the buyer and the dates of any individual showings or negotiations.



REALTOR® Practice Tips

Good record-keeping is the key to a thorough protected buyer
list. Sending a list of showing times to the seller without also
identifying the buyers who attended those showings will not
protect buyers who attended individual showings for whom the
listing firm wishes to protect potential commissions.
Though there are two categories of buyers who are automatically
protected and whose names do not need to be on the protected
buyer list, a firm may wish to consider having a policy where
agents list all protected buyers on the protected buyer list.
Agents must deliver a protected buyer list to the seller according
to the delivery methods agreed to in the listing contract. Emailing
a list of protected buyers to a seller who did not agree to email
delivery does not protect the buyers on that list.

The extension period
If a listing results in protected buyers for a firm, the buyers are
protected for one year from the earlier of the termination or expiration of
the listing contract. During that year, the listing contract is still in place
for any further negotiations between a protected buyer and the seller.
If a protected buyer submits another offer, the listing firm for whom
that buyer is protected presents the offer to the seller and assists in
the negotiations. If any of the actions of a protected buyer result in an
enforceable contract, exchange, option that is later exercised, effective
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change in ownership or control, or an offer from a ready, willing and able
buyer at or above list price, the listing firm earns a commission.
Extension of Listing from the WB-1 Residential Listing
Contract — Exclusive Right to Sell (Lines 220-224)
The Listing term is extended for a period of one year as to any
Protected Buyer. Upon receipt of a written request from Seller or
a firm that has listed the Property, the Firm agrees to promptly
deliver to Seller a written list of those buyers known by the Firm
and its agents to whom the extension period applies. Should
this Listing be terminated by Seller prior to the expiration of
the term stated in this Listing, this Listing shall be extended
for Protected Buyers, on the same terms, for one year after the
Listing is terminated (lines 263-271).

Subsequent listing contracts
A listing firm can earn a commission due to the actions of any buyer
except a former firm’s protected buyers and buyers excluded in writing
by the seller. A listing firm’s protected buyers are automatically excluded
from a subsequent listing firm’s pool of buyers from which it could earn a
commission. If a firm lists a property after a previous listing contract has
expired, that firm cannot earn a commission if a former firm’s protected
buyer purchases the property during the former firm’s extension period
unless the seller and the new firm agree in writing to different terms. If
the seller fails to tell the new listing firm about the former firm’s protected
buyers, the seller may be liable to the new listing firm for damages.
Example: A firm lists a seller’s property. The firm did not know that the
property was listed previously because the former listing firm is not an
MLS participant. The seller does not inform the new listing firm about
the former firm’s protected buyers. A protected buyer purchases the
property. The seller owes the commission to the former firm but does
not owe commission to the new listing firm because a former firm’s
protected buyers are automatically excluded from the new listing firm’s
listing contract. The new listing firm could sue the seller for damages for
the seller’s failure to deliver the list of the former firm’s protected buyers
to the new listing firm. Damages could be equal to the amount of the
commission that could have been earned under the new listing contract.
Exclusions from the WB-1 Residential Listing Contract -—
Exclusive Right to Sell (Lines 159-166)
All persons who may acquire an interest in the Property who are
Protected Buyers under a prior listing contract are excluded from
this Listing to the extent of the prior firm's legal rights, unless
otherwise agreed to in writing. Within seven days of the date of
this Listing, Seller agrees to deliver to the Firm a written list of all
such Protected Buyers. NOTE: If Seller fails to timely deliver this
list to the Firm, Seller may be liable to the Firm for damages and
costs. The following other buyers ____________________
__________________________________________
_____ ____________________________are excluded
from this Listing until ____________________________
[INSERT DATE]. These other buyers are no longer excluded from
this Listing after the specified date unless, on or before the
specified date, Seller has either accepted a written offer from
the buyer or sold the Property to the buyer.



REALTOR® Practice Tips

When listing a property, asking a seller whether the property
was previously listed can help the new listing firm determine
if there are protected buyers who are excluded from the new
listing. According to the terms of the WB listing contracts, the
seller agrees to provide a list of the former firm’s protected
buyers to the new listing firm.
A former listing firm’s protected buyers are automatically
excluded from a new listing firm’s listing contract, but the new
listing firm and the seller can agree to other terms. The new
listing firm and the seller could agree that the seller pays a
percentage, a flat fee or some other compensation to the new
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MLS offers of compensation
Just like any other MLS transaction, there is not automatic
determination of procuring cause in a transaction involving a sale to
a protected buyer. When a listing firm earns a commission because a
property sold to a protected buyer, the listing firm pays the MLS offer of
compensation to whichever agent the listing firm decides is procuring
cause. If the protected buyer did not consistently work with one agent,
determining who is procuring cause may be difficult. A buyer could see
the property with one agent, write an offer with another and finally write
the successful offer with another agent. The listing firm pays the MLS
offer of compensation to the cooperating firm the listing firm determines
is procuring cause. Any firm that disagrees can seek mediation and
arbitration through the appropriate board of REALTORS®.
Example: A property is listed at $285,000. A buyer sees the property
with an agent. The buyer then contacts the buyer’s best friend’s cousin,
who is a REALTOR®, to see the property again and write an offer for
$275,000 contingent on the seller replacing the roof, including all
appliances, and installing a point-of-entry water treatment system. The
seller rejects the offer and the listing expires. Six months pass. A new
listing firm lists the property for $275,000. The buyer, still interested,
now contacts the buyer’s daughter’s boyfriend’s mother, who is a
REALTOR®, who takes the buyer through the property yet another time
and writes another offer, but this offer is for $270,000 and only includes
the appliances. That offer is accepted. Who is procuring cause? As in all
procuring cause questions, determining who is procuring cause requires
a full exploration of all the events leading up to the successful sale.

Protected Properties
All the WB buyer agency/tenant representation contracts have a
protected property provision. When a firm has a protected property, the
firm’s agency agreement is extended for one year as to that property
and the firm can earn a commission from a transaction involving that
property.
Protected property definition in the WB buyer agency/tenant
representation agreements
•

WB-36 Buyer Agency/Tenant Representation Agreement:
Lines 219-229

•

WB-38 Commercial Buyer Agency/Tenant Representation
Agreement: Line 255-263

What is a protected property?
There are three categories of protected properties:
1.

Properties that were the subject of a written proposal by the
buyer, tenant, or person acting on behalf of the buyer or the
tenant.

2.

Properties that were viewed by the buyer, tenant, or person
acting on behalf of a buyer or a tenant or properties that were
directly negotiated for by the buyer, tenant, or person acting on
behalf of the buyer or the tenant.

3.

Properties that were located or negotiated by the firm or its
agents but only if the agent delivers a list of the description of
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these properties to the buyer within three days after the earlier
of the expiration or termination of the buyer agency or tenant
representation agreement. No notice is required if the buyer or
tenant viewed the property with the firm or its agents.
Properties in Categories 1 and 2 are automatically protected
properties, which means the firm does not need to do anything further to
protect those properties and the commissions that they may generate.
Properties in Category 3 must be identified to the buyer or tenant
in writing and their descriptions delivered to the buyer or tenant within
three days of the earlier of the expiration or termination of the listing
contract. Delivery of the list of protected properties must be according
to one of the delivery methods agreed upon by the buyer or tenant and
the buyer’s or tenant’s firm in the buyer agency or tenant representation
agreement.
Definition of Protected Property from the WB-36 Buyer
Agency/Tenant Representation Agreement (Lines 219-229)
PROTECTED PROPERTY: “Protected Property” means any
Property that during the term of this Agreement is:
1) The subject of a written proposal by Buyer, Tenant, Person
Acting on Behalf of Buyer or Person Acting on Behalf of Tenant,
submitted to the Property owner or owner’s agent;
2) Viewed by Buyer, Tenant, Person Acting on Behalf of Buyer
or Person Acting on Behalf of Tenant with the owner or owner’s
agent, or directly negotiated for by Buyer, Tenant, Person Acting
on Behalf of Buyer or Person Acting on Behalf of Tenant. Direct
negotiation means communicating with the owner or owner’s
agent regarding any potential terms on which Buyer or Tenant
might acquire an Interest in Property; or
3) Located or negotiated for by the Firm or its agents, but only
if the Firm or its agents deliver the description of the Property
to Buyer or Tenant, in writing, no later than three days after the
earlier of expiration or termination (lines 228 243-251) of this
Agreement. No written notice shall be required if the Buyer or
Tenant viewed the Property with the Firm or its agents.

Person acting on behalf of buyer or tenant
A buyer’s firm or tenant’s firm can earn a commission from a protected
property if the buyer, the tenant, a person acting on behalf of the buyer
or a person acting on behalf of the tenant purchases or leases the
property. This protects a buyer’s firm or a tenant’s from a buyer or tenant
and a seller or landlord from using a limited liability company (LLC), a
trust, non-profit, parent, child or another person to purchase or rent the
property to avoid paying a commission.
Example: A buyer with a buyer agency agreement writes an offer on
a property and the seller rejects the offer. The property is a protected
property for the buyer’s firm. The buyer agency agreement expires.
The buyer creates an LLC, which is legally a separate entity. The LLC
buys the property. If the definition of protected properties did not also
include “person acting on behalf of buyer,” the buyer would not owe
a commission to the buyer’s firm. Because the definition of protected
property includes “person acting on behalf of buyer,” the buyer will owe
a commission regardless of whether the buyer is the original buyer or
the buyer’s LLC.
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Definitions of Person Acting on Behalf of Buyer and Person
Acting on Behalf of Tenant from the WB-36 Buyer Agency/
Tenant Representation Agreement (Lines 208-217)
PERSON ACTING ON BEHALF OF BUYER: “Person Acting on
Behalf of Buyer" means any person joined in interest with Buyer,
or otherwise acting on behalf of Buyer, including but not limited
to Buyer's immediate family, agents, employees, directors,
managers, members, officers, owners, partners, incorporators
and organizers, as well as any and all corporations, partnerships,
limited liability companies, trusts or other entities controlled by,
affiliated with or owned by Buyer in whole or in part whether
created before or after expiration of this Agreement.
PERSON ACTING ON BEHALF OF TENANT: “Person Acting on
Behalf of Tenant" means any person joined in interest with
Tenant, or otherwise acting on behalf of Tenant, including but
not limited to Tenant’s immediate family, agents, employees,
directors, managers, members, officers, owners, partners,
incorporators and organizers, as well as any and all corporations,
partnerships, limited liability companies, trusts or other entities
controlled by, affiliated with or owned by Tenant in whole or in
part whether created before or after expiration of this Agreement.

The protected property list
Properties on which the buyer or tenant submitted written proposals
are automatically protected and do not need to be on a protected
property list. Properties that were viewed by the buyer or the tenant
or that were directly negotiated for by the buyer or tenant are also
automatically protected and do not need to be on a protected property
list. Properties that were located or negotiated for by the firm and its
agents must be described in writing by the agent and delivered to the
buyer within three days of the earlier of the expiration or termination of
the buyer agency/tenant representation contract.


REALTOR® Practice Tips

Good record-keeping is the key to a thorough protected
property list. Keeping track of all properties identified for the
buyer through email, a search portal or other methods will help
the agent compile a complete list of the properties for which the
firm wishes to protect potential commission.
Though there are two categories of properties that are
automatically protected, and their descriptions do not need to
be on the protected property list, a firm may wish to consider
having a policy where agents list all protected properties on the
protected property list.
Agents must deliver a protected property list to the buyer or
tenant according to the delivery methods agreed to in the buyer
agency/tenant representation agreement. Emailing a list of
protected properties to a buyer or tenant who did not agree to
email delivery does not protect the properties on that list.
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The extension period
If a buyer agency/tenant representation agreement results in
protected properties for a firm, the properties are protected for one
year from the earlier of the termination or expiration of the agency
agreement. During that year, the agency agreement is still in place
for any further negotiations between a buyer or tenant and a seller or
landlord of a protected property. If a buyer or tenant wishes to resume
negotiations with a seller or landlord of a protected property, the buyer’s
or tenant’s firm that protected the property assists the buyer or tenant
in the negotiations. If the buyer or tenant acquires an interest in the
protected property during the extension, the buyer’s or tenant’s firm
earns a commission.
Extension of Agreement Term from the WB-36 Buyer Agency/
Tenant Representation Agreement (Lines 252-257)
The Agreement term is extended for a period of one year as
to any Protected Property under this Agreement. Upon receipt
of written request from Client or a firm that has a new buyer
agency or tenant representation agreement with Client, the
Firm agrees to promptly deliver to Client a written list of those
Protected Properties known by the Firm and its agents to
which the extension period applies. Should this Agreement be
terminated by Client prior to the expiration of the term stated in
this Agreement, this Agreement shall be extended for Protected
Properties, on the same terms, for one year after the Agreement
is terminated (lines 243-251).
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Subsequent buyer agency/
tenant representation
agreements
Unlike protected buyers and listing contracts,
protected properties are not automatically
excluded from subsequent buyer agency/
tenant representation agreements. The terms
of the WB buyer agency/tenant representation
agreements include provisions that permit a
buyer and a tenant to exclude what would be
protected properties from a former firm. A buyer
or a tenant must identify those properties to be
excluded because they are protected properties
for a former firm. If a buyer or a tenant failed
to exclude protected properties in a subsequent
buyer agency/tenant representation agreement
and the buyer or tenant acquired an interest in
one of those protected properties while also
under a new buyer agency/tenant representation
agreement, the buyer or tenant could owe two
full commissions.
Example: A buyer under a buyer agency
agreement submits an offer on a seller’s property.
The buyer agency expires. The buyer signs a new
buyer agency agreement with a new firm and
does not inform the new firm of the former firm’s
protected property. The buyer writes a new offer
on that property with the new firm. The offer
drafted by the second firm was successful. This
buyer will owe a full commission to each of the
buyer’s firm. To avoid this, the buyer will want to
exclude that protected property from the second
buyer agency agreement.
Excluded Properties Subject to a Prior
Agreement WB-36 Buyer Agency/
Tenant Representation Agreement
(Lines 21-29)

CAUTION: If Buyer does not want this
Agreement to apply to properties subject
to a prior agency agreement, Buyer
should identify such properties on lines
23-24. Buyer’s failure to exclude from this
Agreement a property protected under a
prior buyer agency agreement(s) may
result in Buyer owing commissions under
each buyer agency agreement. Buyer
should consult prior firm(s) or Buyer’s
legal counsel regarding obligations under
any prior buyer agency agreement.
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REALTOR® Practice Tip

When entering into a new buyer agency
agreement, asking a buyer whether the
buyer was previously under a prior buyer
agency agreement can help determine if
there are properties that were protected
under a previous buyer agency agreement.

MLS offers of compensation
Just like any other MLS transaction, there
is not automatic determination of procuring
cause in a transaction involving a sale of a
protected property. If a buyer signs a buyer
agency agreement, the buyer’s firm will want to
determine if the buyer has seen properties with
other agents or drafted offers with other agents.
The buyer’s previous actions including viewing
properties or drafting offers could mean that the
new buyer’s firm is not procuring cause in those
transactions.

EXCLUDED PROPERTIES SUBJECT TO
A PRIOR AGREEMENT: The following
properties are subject to an extension
of agreement term under a prior buyer
agency agreement and the exclusion
period shall run until the 23 expiration of
the prior firm’s legal rights: _________
___________________________
__________________________.
(continued in next column)

Watch the associated
LegalTalks video:
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With Pearl Insurance, you could be benefiting from extensive
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•
•
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